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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE Bloks hanged XSCS ag

EPN QUANTUMEF 0015.CCF 2000-01-01 FRACTION CHANNEL, FRACTION ENERGY

QE TOTAL, EBINS FRACTION NO

EPN REDIST 0009.CCF 2000-01-01 NOISE PARAMS, PARTEVENT PARAMS

THRESH LOSS NO

2 Changes

Reent alibration work has shown that the Epi-pn redistribution funtion is in pratie

narrower than that represented in the urrent matries. In this release the redistribution,

espeially at low energies, has been sharpened and is now in better agreement with the

results from ground alibration.

The number of energies has been inreased from 1319 to 2067 to provide a better desrip-

tion of the redistribution funtion around sharp features.

A tehnial hange has been introdued in this release with some hard-oded redistribution

parameters being moved from the ode into the EPN REDIST CCF �le. This will allow

the redistribution matries to be modi�ed between releases of the SAS software by CCF

upgrades. In detail the EPN REDIST CCF now ontains an extension NOISE PARAMS

whih ontains a 6 element vetor for eah observing mode, and independently for single

and double-pixel events, that an be used to alulate the width and height of the main

redistribution peak. It also ontains the extension PARTEVENT PARAMS that holds the

arrays TAU IN, S IN and L IN as a funtion of photon energy. A plaeholder extension

THRESH LOSS has been added whih may eventually be used to hold the thresholding

parameters for eah detetor mode. This is urrently not used in the ode and is set to zero

in this release. The normalisation of the shelf is ontained in the attribute FLATSHLF in

the header of the primary array and the Silion esape fration in the keyword SIESCFRN.

The onstant, C, used in the redistribution alulation is held in the keyword C IN within
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Figure 1: Residuals from a simultaneous �t to an observation by Epi-pn, MOS and RGS of the blazar

MKN 421. The di�erene between the MOS and pn spetra has redued from a peak of 30% at 0.5 keV

with the urrent pn redistribution funtion to 15% with the new one.

the header of the PARTEVENT PARAMS extension.

In the quantum eÆieny CCF no alibration hange has been introdued. The pattern

frations in energy spae and total quantum eÆieny have been extended to over 2067

bins and the frations in hannel spae have been realulated to be onsistent with the

new redistribution funtion.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

While the disrepany between Epi-pn and MOS spetra ontinues to be a soure of

intense alibration ativity this update demonstrably improves the agreement of the three

ameras below 1 keV. Figure 1 shows the hange observed on a revolution 807 observation

of the blazar MKN 421.

The redistribution has been de�ned at �ner energy intervals to enable spetral �tting

software to more aurately alulate line entre positions. For instane around neutral

Iron K� (6.4 keV) the redistribution funtion is now stored at 15 eV intervals whereas

it was previously tabulated only every 50 eV. This means that the best �t line energy

may be found with xspe to the nearest 15 eV whereas previously the line energy was

quantised to the nearest 50 eV.
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Now that the important parameters of the redistribution funtion are ontained within

the CCF it will be easier to disseminate improvements in the alibration to the user base.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

This update improves the agreement between the MOS and PN ameras at 0.5 to 1 keV

to about 15%. However, this is a ompliated subjet with observations made at di�erent

times appearing to show varying levels of agreement between the ameras. The reader is

urged to onsult XMM-SOC-CAL-TN-0052 for a more in-depth analysis.

5 Expeted Updates

6 Test proedures

Test 1: These hanges have been tested within the response matrix generation task

rmfgen by produing matries for single, double and single plus double pixel event spetra

for all the observing modes and omparing them against anned matries produed by

separate software at MPE.

7 Test results

Test 1: Figure 2 shows that the redistribution funtion for a single-pixel event spetra

taken from a PrimeFullWindow mode observation is onsistent with the anned matrix.

The results for a double-pixel small window mode spetrum and a single plus double-pixel

Timing mode observation are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In all ases the SAS generated

matrix is nearly idential to the anned matrix.

8 Compatibility issues

The hange introdued in the CAL and CALPNALGO ode is not bakwards ompatible

and so, while the new CCF �les EPN REDIST 0009 and EPN QUANTUMEF 0015 an

be used with earlier versions of the SAS, the new SAS, Version 6.1, an only be used with

these or later CCF versions.
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Figure 2: A omparison of the redistribution funtions for a full frame, single-pixel-only event spetrum

of a 0.5 keV emission line. The SAS-generated and anned matries are indistinguishable.

Figure 3: A omparison of the redistribution funtions for a small window mode, double-pixel-only event

spetrum of a 0.7 keV emission line. The di�erenes between the SAS-generated and anned matries

are minimal.
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Figure 4: A omparison of the redistribution funtions for a timing mode, single-plus-double-pixel event

spetrum of a 0.6 keV emission line. The SAS-generated and anned matries are indistinguishable.
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